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	Oracle Database 11g: New Features for DBAs and Developers (Expert's Voice in Oracle), 9781590599105 (1590599101), Apress, 2007
Oracle Database 11g: New Features for DBAs and Developers is a comprehensive, example–laden review of the most significant new features and improvements offered by the latest release of Oracle Corporation’s flagship database product.
	Learn what’s new in Oracle that really counts. 
	See actual examples and test run output. 
	Make sound decisions on new feature adoption. 


Sift the gold from the silt and discover which new features of the latest release of Oracle’s flagship database product are really worth adopting. Years of database administration experience from authors Sam Alapati and Charles Kim are combined with sound, step–by–step testing and a heart–felt emphasis on what matters in the real–world to help you get the most out of Oracle Database 11g.

What you’ll learn

	Which new features really can make your day–to–day work easier
	How to automate more of your DBA work than ever before


Who is this book for?

Oracle Database 11g: New Features for DBAs and Developers is for developers, DBAs, project managers, consultants, and other technically minded users of the Oracle database. The book will be of use to any professional in the field who wants to quickly review the new features offered by the Oracle Database 11g release.

About the Author

Sam R. Alapati is an experienced Oracle database administrator who holds the Oracle OCP DBA and the Hewlett-Packard UNIX System Administrator certifications. He currently manages Oracle databases at the Boy Scouts of America National Headquarters in Los Colinas, Texas. Alapati has been dealing with databases for a long time, including the Ingres RDBMS in the mid 1980s. He is also well versed in the Microsoft SQL Server, Sybase, and IBM DB2 database management systems.

Director of Database Technologies at Novara Solutions, Inc. Charles is the author of the 107+ page Maximum Availability Architecure case study at Oracle's Website (http://www.oracle.com/technology/deploy/availability/htdocs/FNF_CaseStudy.ht ml ), and is an Oracle Certified DBA, Redhat Certified Technician, and Microsoft Certified Professional. He has over 16 years of IT experience and has worked with Oracle since 1991. Charles is also a technical editor for Oracle Press. Charles has presented advanced topics for IOUG and Oracle OpenWorld on such topics as RAC/ASM and 7x24 High Availability Considerations using Oracle Advanced Replication, Hot Standby and Quest Shareplex.  Charles also runs the dbaexpert.com website (http://www.dbaexpert.com) and provides technical solutions to Oracle DBAs and developers.
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Particle and Astroparticle Physics (Series in High Energy Physics, Cosmology and Gravitation)Taylor & Francis, 2007
From superstring theory to models with extra dimensions to dark matter and dark energy, a range of theoretically stimulating ideas have evolved for physics beyond the standard model. These developments have spawned a new area of physics that centers on the interplay between particle physics and cosmology—astroparticle physics. Providing the...

		

Building Dynamics CRM 2015 Dashboards with Power BIPackt Publishing, 2015

	Build interactive and analytical sales productivity dashboards for Dynamics CRM 2015 with Power BI


	About This Book

	
		Create Dynamics CRM reports using Power BI for Office 365 and Power BI Designer
	
		Discover best practices to build and deploy these dashboards to Power BI sites and Dynamics...



		

Patterns Direct Connections for Intra- And Inter-Enterprise: Direct Connections for Intra- And Inter-EnterpriseIBM Press, 2003
The Patterns for e-business are a group of proven, reusable assets that can be used to increase the speed of developing and deploying Web applications. This IBM Redbook focuses on point-to-point application integration using the Process-focused Application Integration::Direct Connection application pattern for intra-enterprise, and the Extended...





	

Budgeting for ManagersMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Iremember the first time I made a budget. I had just started a new job, my first time as a manager. My boss, the dean of the school, said, “Sid, we have $50,000 to spend on computer systems this year. Please prepare a budget.”

Wow! All the exercises in school, all my thinking as I started the job and wrote out a plan for my...

		

Information Security Management Handbook, Fourth Edition, Volume IIIAuerbach Publications, 2001
A wonderful supplement [to the study guide]. … [H]eavy on practical examples and real-world scenarios … . [The book is] excellent.
 - Technical Support, Dec. 2004

This is a must-have book for those preparing for the CISSP exam and for any information security professional.
 - Zentralblatt MATH 1054, May 2005...

		

Chemical Solution Deposition of Functional Oxide Thin FilmsSpringer, 2014

	This is the first text to cover all aspects of solution processed functional oxide thin-films. Chemical Solution Deposition (CSD) comprises all solution based thin- film deposition techniques, which involve chemical reactions of precursors during the formation of the oxide films, i. e. sol-gel type routes, metallo-organic...
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